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ABSTRACT
The readability of text documents has been studied from a linguistic perspective long before people began to regularly communicate
via Internet technologies. Typically, such studies look at books or
articles containing many paragraphs and pages. However, the readability of short messages comprising a few sentences, common on
today’s social networking sites and microblogging services, has received less attention from researchers working on “readability”.
Emergency management specialists, crisis response practitioners, and scholars have long recognized that clear communication is
essential during crises. To the best of our knowledge, the work we
present here is the first to study the readability of crisis communications posted on Twitter—by governments, non-governmental
organizations, and mainstream media. The data we analyze is comprised of hundreds of tweets posted during 15 different crises in
English-speaking countries, which happened between 2012 and 2013.
We describe factors which negatively affect comprehension, and
consider how understanding can be improved.
Based on our analysis and observations, we conclude with several recommendations for how to write brief crisis messages on
social media that are clear and easy to understand.

1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
What is Readability?

Readability is the ease with which a written text can be read or
understood by a reader [8]. Readability is different from “reading
ability”, which corresponds to the reading skills of the reader [22],
and also differs from “legibility” [8], which is concerned with the
physical characteristics of a text (font, spacing, and text position on
the sheet/screen). Readability is usually expressed as a numerical
score of a text, which score is based on series of “readability features”, which increase or decrease the text’s readability and reading
comprehension.
Readability is a well-studied concept that scholars and researchers
began to focus on in the beginning of the 20th century [21, 39]. Initially, levels or indexes of readability were applied by teachers regarding educational texts, with the aim of establishing whether the

texts were readable for a specific grade level. Nowadays it is wellestablished that the readability level of texts is a crucial factor regarding their appropriateness for particular ages and/or audiences;
in educational, professional, and everyday settings. For example,
child mortality due to car accidents is often correlated to the improper installation and/or use of car seats. In turn, incorrect installation and/or use is often due to the poor readability of installation
instructions [8, 40]. The readability features are usually defined
in accordance with the requirements of a specific group of readers
(e.g. students of a certain age or grade level, second language learners of a particular language, and/or dyslexic readers). Readability
features span all linguistic levels of text and can include: level of
vocabulary (e.g.“acquiesce” vs “agree”), word length (e.g. “television” vs “tv”), word ambiguity (e.g. “take the right turn, instead of
the wrong one” vs “take the right turn, instead of the left one”), figurative language (e.g. “The teacher is a dragon.” vs “The teacher
is scary.”), sentence length (a 3-word sentence vs a 20 word sentence), syntactic complexity (a simple sentence vs a sentence with
subordination), syntactic and/or modifier ambiguity (“I saw a man
with a telescope.” vs “I saw a man with a telescope.”), cohesion, illogical or unclear word or phrase order, number of paragraphs, and
additional factors.
Readability studies are usually divided into “classic” and “modern” studies. Classic readability studies [4, 10, 18, 21, 26, 39] usually combine a handful of (up to 5) features (such as sentence length
in words, word length in syllables, and number of difficult words)
into “readability formulae” – metrics which give a single numerical estimation of how difficult a text is to read by correlating its
difficulty to a specific grade level or reader age. Modern readability approaches [11, 16, 27, 30, 35] employ statistical techniques,
such as Machine Learning (ML), which allow for studying the impact of a large number of readability features.

1.2

Clarity of Official Communication

While readability is a well-studied concept, existing studies tend
to concentrate on text genres such as educational materials and
news articles rather than on messages published to social media
sites and microblogging services by official organizations during
crises. However, the clarity of communications other than social
media messages by such organizations and agencies (government,
banks, hospitals, etc.) has been of interest for decades. One example is the Plain English Movement. Its aim is to provide a larger
population access to official (e.g. legal, medical) documents. In the
UK, the Plain English Movement generated the Plain English Campaign,1 a UK-based organization which evaluates the clarity of official documents and provides guidelines for writing in Plain English
to businesses and institutions such as British Gas, British Telecom,
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http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/ accessed on January 21st, 2015.

UK councils, and government departments. Examples of official
communication converted into plain English (see Table 1) can be
found on the Plain English Campaign’s website2 , which clearly illustrate why writing in a simple style is necessary.

The readability (or clarity) of the following types of short messages has been discussed, but minimally: web summaries [17], Airbus and computer software end-user warning messages [14, 37],
traffic and train stations signs [25, 33], movie subtitles [7], multiplechoice test items and test questions [12, 31], among others.
In this work we examine the readability of messages posted on
Twitter, which are commonly known as “tweets”. Tweets are short
messages of up to 140 characters. A few studies [1, 5, 13, 42] have
investigated the readability of tweets. However, most of them employed readability as a tweet selection method for another application, e.g. topic summarization [42], or a search engine [13]. Davenport and DeLine [5] have applied the Flesch Reading Ease readability formula [10] on a collection of 17.4 million tweets. They found
that tweets are significantly less readable than other short messages,
such as SMS, or chat. In addition, they correlated the obtained
readability scores with the geographic locations of Twitter users.
All of these studies applied existing readability metrics developed
for other types of texts, or application-dependent heuristic features
to a tweet’s readability estimation, without taking into account the
readability specificities of the tweets per se. As yet, no research has
investigated the textual features characteristic for tweets that affect
their readability, nor the readability of tweets posted during crises.
Our analysis of the related work is summarized in Table 2, which
lists the readability problems we believe might affect tweets.

Table 1: “Before” and “after” messages included in the documentation of the Plain English Campaign.
Before

After

If there are any points on which you require explanation or further particulars we shall be glad
to furnish such additional details as may be required by telephone.

If you have any
questions,
please
phone.

High-quality learning environments are a necessary precondition for facilitation and enhancement of the ongoing learning process.

Children need good
schools if they are to
learn properly.

The need for clear communication is equally as important when
it comes to formal response organizations, governments, NGOs and
media outlets relaying messages in times of crisis. Communication
is considered important in crisis situations and must be kept under
control [23, 28, 41]. At the same time it is critical in times of crisis
that messages which contain time- and safety-sensitive information
are correctly understood [3, 36]. This is especially important because in stressful situations people understand differently due to the
very short reaction time [19]. Though there are guidelines for how
governments and other formal organizations should communicate
during crisis situations (see the Australian government’s “Choosing your words” guide3 ) and emergency managers have the option
to employ controlled languages [33, 38], to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies which investigate how clear, readable,
and comprehensible are real messages published on social media
sites during times of crisis.
The aim of this article is to address this gap, and conduct a
preliminary investigation on whether existing crisis messages published by government, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs),
and mainstream media on social media are clear enough for an average person to understand. In this preliminary investigation we aim
to study which readability features affect crisis messages and make
them more difficult or easy to read and understand, as evaluated
by human judges. We employ knowledge and techniques borrowed
from readability, text simplification, and psycholinguistics, and analyze a sample of crisis messages posted by official organizations
on the popular platform Twitter 4 during various crises. In addition,
we turned to crowdsourcing for human assessment and annotation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work in short messages and tweet readability,
Section 3 describes the data collection and annotation, Section 4
provides a qualitative analysis of the annotated crisis tweets, Section 5 provides a quantitative analysis of the annotated tweets, and
we offer conclusions in Section 6.

2.

Table 2: Readability problems applicable to tweets.
Reference(s)

Long sentences and long messages

Manning [24], Bravo-Lillo et al.
[2], Harley [15], May [25], Plain
English Campaign

Text choppiness, ellipsis, and
truncation

Pym [32], Rose et al. [34], Kanungo and Orr [17], May [25]

Misspellings

Kanungo and Orr [17], Plain English Campaign

Use of hashtags
Unknown
acronyms

READABILITY OF SHORT MESSAGES

Though readability has been studied for close to a century, most
studies focus on longer texts (schoolbooks, news articles, technical manuals, and administrative documents), and not on short messages. In this section, we examine related work which has been
previously done on the clarity or readability of short messages.
2

http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/campaigning/examples.html
accessed on January 21st, 2015.
3
http://www.em.gov.au/Emergency-Warnings/Documents
cessed on January, 21st, 2015.
4
https://twitter.com accessed on January 28th, 2015.
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abbreviations

Davenport and DeLine [5]
and

Spaggiari et al. [37]

Important ideas not highlighted

Manning [24]

Pictures unrelated to the message

Manning [24]

Use of nominalizations, impersonal style (e.g. “Police calling
for immediate evacuation.” instead of “Police: Immediately
Evacuate!”)

Manning [24],
Campaign

Plain English

Non-standard word order

Spaggiari et al. [37]

Ambiguous words, attachment,
and syntax

Spaggiari et al. [37], Harley [15]

Use of unfamiliar words (e.g. “allocate” instead of “give” or “amnesia” instead of “loss of memory”)

Manning [24], Bravo-Lillo et al.
[2], May [25], Harley [15], Plain
English Campaign

Not using connectives (consequently, however, first, but)

Manning [24]

Use of passive voice instead of active (e.g. “The police stopped the
riot.” instead of “The riot was
stopped by the police.”)

Manning [24], Harley [15], Plain
English Campaign

3.

DATA ANNOTATION

3.1

with a majority of native English-speakers: Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, United Kingdom, and United States. The participants
were asked to assign each tweet as belonging to one of the three
categories: Is very CLEAR - easy to understand, Needs slight IMPROVEMENT to be clear, and Is very UNCLEAR - hard to understand, and optionally, suggest how the tweet could be improved.
The experiment was preceded by instructions, providing 2 examples of each tweet category, then by a training phase, which showed
5 examples per category, followed by re-writing explanations for
the tweets of the category Needs slight IMPROVEMENT to be clear.
The instructions did not mention the potential readability problems
applicable for tweets, listed in Table 2. Figure 1 shows an example
of a crowdsourcing task.

Data Selection

For our experiment, we use the collection from Olteanu et al.
[29], CrisisLexT26.5 This is a freely available collection of tweets
from 26 crisis events, which happened in 2012 and 2013, with
about 1,000 tweets per crisis, labeled for “informativeness” (Informative or Non-informative), “information type” (Affected individuals, Infrastructure and utilities, Donations and volunteering,
Caution and advice, Sympathy and emotional support, Other useful
information), and “source” (Eyewitness, Government, NGOs, Business, Media, Outsiders). From this collection, we have selected a
sample of tweets, following these criteria:
1. Crises occurring in countries with a large population of English speakers (see Table 3).

Figure 1: Example crowdsourcing task, displaying one tweet
about the 2013 Singapore haze crisis, and asking annotators to
indicate how clear is this message. Optionally, annotators can
also indicate how to improve or re-write the tweet.

2. Informativeness: Informative.
3. Sources: Government, NGOs, and Media.

#SGhaze update: 3-hour PSI at 5pm is 73, in ’moderate’
range, 24-hr PSI is 52-65. @NEAsg
(Posted during the 2013 Singapore haze)

Table 3: Crises used in this study.
Crisis

Country

2013 Alberta floods
2013 Australia bushfires
2013 Bohol earthquake
2013 Boston bombings
2013 Colorado Floods
2013 Glasgow helicopter crash
2013 Los Angeles airport shooting
2013 Lac Mégantic train crash
2013 Manila floods
2013 New York train crash
2013 Queensland floods
2013 Savar building collapse
2013 Singapore haze
2013 Typhoon Yolanda
2013 West Texas explosion

Canada
Australia
Philippines
USA
USA
UK
USA
Canada
Philippines
USA
Australia
Bangladesh
Singapore
Philippines
USA

3.2

This tweet:
Is very CLEAR - easy to understand
Needs slights IMPROVEMENT to be clear
Is very UNCLEAR - hard to understand

◦
◦
◦

How would you improve this tweet?
Free text, optional
Feel free to re-write the tweet completely.

After the crowdsourcing annotation was complete, for the purposes of the analysis described in Sections 4 and 5, we selected
tweets annotated with a relatively high confidence score. In the
CrowdFlower platform this is a weighted measure of agreement
among workers, where each worker is weighted according to how
much they agreed with the label given to the test questions. We
apply a threshold of θ = 0.66. We asked for a confidence threshold larger than 0.5 to avoid borderline cases in which the label of
the message was disputed. Each message has a minimum of 5 labels by different workers, but some messages have more, as they
can be presented to more workers by the platform. Heuristically,
we used a threshold of 2/3 for the confidence; this value is related
to agreement but considers others aspects including worker trust,
which is related to their performance on previous tasks. We note
that varying this threshold yields minor variations in the proportion of tweets in different categories, and hence in their statistical
properties. Table 4 summarizes the data annotation.

CrowdFlower Experiment

For the annotation task, we used the crowdsourcing platform
CrowdFlower.6 We employed crowdsourcing workers so that we
may get the opinions of people regarding the simplicity and ease
of understanding they experience when reading crisis tweets. As
a pre-processing step, we randomly selected 500 tweets from the
sample, mentioned in Section 3.1, and removed “RT @user:” from
the tweet text, as it is usually not visible through Twitter’s interface.
Using crowdsource workers to evaluate readability is not new [6,
9]. Feblowitz and Kauchak [9] used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk7
to evaluate the output of an automatic text simplification system
working at sentence level. 10 judges per sentence were asked to
assign a 1 to 5 Likert [20] score to each sentence. The judges were
requested to be living in the US. De Clercq et al. [6] used a their
own developed crowdsourcing tool 1) to rank texts per degree of
simplicity and 2) for pairwise comparison of the simplicity of two
texts.
In our case, each tweet has been annotated by 5 workers, and
similarly to [9], we allowed only participants living in countries

Table 4: Characteristics of our annotated dataset applying a
minimum threshold of θ = 0.66.

5

http://crisislex.org/tweet-collections.html accessed on January 22,
2015.
6
http://crowdflower.com/ accessed on January 23, 2015.
7
https://www.mturk.com/ accessed on January 23, 2015.
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All tweets with confidence >= θ

301

100.0%

Is very CLEAR - easy to understand
Needs slight IMPROVEMENT to be clear
Is very UNCLEAR - hard to understand

247
36
18

82.1%
12.0%
6.0%

4.

READABILITY ANALYSIS OF TWITTER
COMMUNICATIONS

Based on the annotated dataset obtained in Section 3, in this section we present a series of problems identified in the dataset we
analyze, including example tweets, why they are problematic, and
how they can be fixed. Sections 4.1. and 4.2. present very unclear
and needing improvement tweets, as annotated by the crowdsourcing workers, along with their suggestions, while Section 4.3. provides examples of tweets, re-written by the authors of this paper,
following annotators’ re-writing of similar tweets.

4.1

– Rewrite factors: The annotator removed the hashtag from the
tweet completely; it is no longer at the front of the tweet, nor
found elsewhere. The annotator also changed the tense to passive voice, and in doing so, highlighted the "7 highways opened"
aspect of the message, which is the most important factor to communicate. In addition, the annotator changed the "&" sign to
"and" to make it easier to read.
Below are further examples of very unclear tweets, and tweets
that require slight improvement. Here, instead of annotator suggestions, we provide our own improvements based on the changes we
observed the annotators made.

Very Unclear Examples (Annotators Suggestions)

4.3

Example 1: More news on our #NCCARF report RT: @ozmining
News: Queensland mines were not ready for floods [URL] ...
– Annotator suggestion: Queensland mines were not ready for floods.

Very Unclear Examples (Authors’ Suggestions)

In these examples we make our own suggestions on how to improve tweets, as crowdsource workers did not always offer a suggestions regarding those tweets they saw as very unclear.
Example 5:

– Rewrite factors: The annotator removed the superfluous phrase
at the start of the tweet; there is no need to say “more news on
our NCCARF report,” particularly since the acronym NCCARF
is domain-specific and possibly not well known to many readers. The rewritten tweet expresses the important message at the
beginning, and avoids any needless extra verbiage.

3-hour PSI is 48. Issued 6am. [URL] #sghaze

– Authors’ suggestion: At 6am, the Singapore Haze for the past 3
hours is 48 on the Pollutant Standards Index (PSI). [URL] #sghaze
– Rewrite factors: We start with the specific time the measurement
of the haze was reported, and explain what "3-hour PSI" is by
detailing that "3-hour" means "over the past three hours," and
that PSI is a measurement of pollutants. We kept the URL and
hashtag in the same position at the end of the tweet.

Example 2: RT @QPSmedia Major flooding occurring in Lockyer Valley. Evacuations underway #bigwet
– Annotator suggestion: Major flooding in Lockyer Valley. Evacuations ongoing. @QPSmedia

Example 6: For all in Sydney and most of Illawarra “@Nyx2701:
Sydney Water statement: #BlueMountains #bushfires [URL] #NSWFires

– Rewrite factors: The annotator removed the ‘RT’ at the start of
the tweet, and changed some vocabulary. The annotator deleted
the verb "occurring" and simplified the first phrase, while keeping the original meaning. In the second phrase the annotator
used what is likely perceived as a more common, simpler word swapping "underway" for "ongoing."

– Authors’ suggestion: Sydney Water statement for those in Sydney
and Illawarra: [URL] #BlueMountain #NSWFires

4.2

– Rewrite factors: We begin with the main idea of the tweet, and
then indicate that it is information for those in Sydney and Illawarra;
it is not necessary to mention that it is "most of" Illawarra. The
important point is that readers are aware that Illawarra is an affected area, and that people in that area should read the water
statement. We kept the URL at the end of the tweet, but we
removed one of the hashtags, and kept the two that were most
salient to this particular emergency. Those appear at the end of
the tweet so as not to disrupt the reading flow.

Examples Needing a Slight Improvement
(Annotators Suggestions)

Example 3:

#SGHaze: PSI now at 250 as of 11pm in Singapore

– Annotator suggestion: #SGHaze: As of 11pm Singapore Haze
now at 250 pounds per inch

5.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section we present some preliminary quantitative observations about the labeling done by crowdsourcing workers. This
analysis is based on the data annotated in Section 3.
We measure a series of superficial characteristics of text. The
intent is not to be comprehensive, but to evaluate if there are some
obvious observations from the data labeling. Table 5 summarizes
these statistics, with the last column providing the statistical significance p-values (* corresponds to the p-value of 0.10, ** – to the
p-value of 0.05, and *** – to the p-value of 0.01).
From Table 5 we note, first, that many of the tweets requiring
improvements, or labeled as “Unclear” were not written in English.
A manual analysis of these tweets showed that some of these tweets
were written in a mixture of languages. Beyond this observation,
we note that tweets that are problematic to read tend to include
more acronyms (almost double the amount of them), and more user
mentions.

– Rewrite factors: The annotator changed the word order to make
the time of the reported haze level more clear by moving "as of"
to the front of the phrase. They also spelled out the acronym
"PSI," which is potentially helpful to those readers who are unaware of what PSI is. Unfortunately, the suggested spelling of
the acronym is incorrect, as it should be "pollutant standards index." However, we include this example here due to the intent of
the annotator regarding replacing an acronym with its full label.
Example 4:
#coflood CDOT opened 7 highways between yesterday &amp; today following flood repairs thanks to maintenance
crews &amp; contractors
– Annotator suggestion: 7 highways opened by CDOT after repairs made by maintenance crews and contractors.
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– Use abbreviations and acronyms with care, i.e. only if
they are more understandable to the public than their
expanded form.

Table 5: Characteristics of selected tweets in our dataset. In
this table, “Clear” means labeled as “Very Clear”, and “Unclear” means labeled as “Needs Slight Improvement” or “Very
Unclear”
Clear
Unclear p-values
Average length
Average num. of words
Average num. of English words
Average word length
Average number of acronyms
Average number of mentions
Average number of hashtags

108.6
15.5
12.0
6.3
0.3
0.3
1.1

93.1
14.0
7.7
6.1
0.7
0.5
1.2

***
**
***

• Twitter-specific elements:
– Place all hashtags at the end of the tweet; do not write
more than 2 hashtags.
– Avoid mentions (e.g. “@user”).
In future work, we plan to deepen the tweet readability analysis to include features that are more difficult to detect, as well
as develop a readability metrics for crisis tweets. In addition, we
plan to analyse crisis tweets for features which affect the difficulty
of tweets’ automatic processing by Natural Language Processing
(NLP) applications.

***
*

Fraction with acronyms
Fraction with mentions
Fraction with URLs
Fraction with URLs in the middle
Fraction with ellipsis

25.5%
23.5%
56.3%
29.2%
17.8%

64.8%
38.9%
22.2%
11.1%
14.8%

***
**
***
***

Fraction with hashtags (#)
Fraction with # at the beginning
Fraction with # in the middle
Fraction with # at the end

68.8%
6.1%
31.6%
37.3%

87.0%
37.0%
35.2%
25.9%

***
***

Reproducibility. Our dataset, along with the instructions for CrowdFlower workers, is available for research purposes at:
http://chato.cl/2015/readability/.

7.

*
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